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Abstract. Hemophilia A (HA) is the most common inherited 
X-linked recessive bleeding disorder caused by heterogeneous 
mutations in the factor VIII gene (FVIII). Diagnosis of the 
carrier is critical for preventing the birth of children affected 
by this coagulation disorder, which ultimately facilitates its 
management. Due to the heterogeneous nature of mutations, 
the large inversions and the complexity of the FVIII gene, 
direct recognition of the disease-associated mutation in HA 
is complex. Indirect linkage analysis using highly informative 
heterozygous polymorphic markers is an alternative method 
for determining the co-segregation of the mutant gene within 
a family for carrier detection of HA. The aim of the present 
study was to perform carrier diagnosis in a family with HA. 
Rapid multifluorescent polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was 
performed with six extragenic short tandem repeats (STRs), 
DXS1073, DXS15, DXS8091, DXS1227, DXS991, DXS993 and 
one intragenic marker, STR22 for linkage analysis in the HA 
family. All the STR markers employed in the present study 
were informative for linkages of pathogenic and healthy haplo-
types among family members, particularly STR22, DXS1073 
and DXS15. The STR marker, STR22, is within the FVIII gene 
while the DXS1073 and DXS15 markers are very close to the 
FVIII gene, where the chances of recombination are compara-
tively low, and provided the most accurate interpretation 
analysis, indicating that the proband's sister may have been the 
HA carrier. Rapid multifluorescent PCR using STR markers 
and linkage analysis was identified to be a simple method for 
performing HA carrier diagnosis.

Introduction

Hemophilia A (HA; OMIM: 306700) is a disorder of the 
coagulation system that is experienced worldwide (1). HA, 
the result of reduced factor VIII (FVIII) activity (2), is 
an X-linked recessive bleeding disorder characterized by 
defects in the FVIII gene, which codes for the FVIII protein. 
Membrane-bound FVIII performs a critical function in 
blood coagulation as the pro-cofactor to the serine-protease, 
factor IXa (FIXa) in the FVIIIa-FIXa complex assembled on 
the activated platelet membrane (3). HA is rare (4), although 
it is the most common inherited bleeding disorder (5), and 
has a high treatment cost (6). The incidence of HA is ~1 
in 10,000 live male births (7). Typically, affected patient 
experience prolonged bleeding caused by lack or reduced 
residual activity of the coagulant FVIII (FVIII:C). The 
severity of the disease is defined based on the quantity 
of the residual FVIII:C level (8). As recessive X-linked 
disease, the HA phenotype is manifested in hemizygous 
males whereas heterozygous females (carrier) are usually 
asymptomatic, showing normal or intermediate FVIII activity 
(FVIII:C) levels (9). As a carrier, there is 50% probability of 
transmitting the abnormal allele to the child (10). HA is rare 
in females (11); however, there are various potential genetic 
mechanisms leading to HA in certain females, as follows: 
i) homozygous mutations as consequence of consanguineous 
marriage (12); ii) heterozygous FVIII mutation combined with 
skewed inactivation of X chromosome (13); and iii) compound 
heterozygous mutations (11). FVIII, a plasma glycoprotein 
coded by a 186-kb gene with 26 exons is located at the 
Xq28 position (chrX: 154,835,795-155,022,753; University of 
California, Santa Cruz genome browser, GRCh38/hg38). Since 
the publication of sequence FVIII gene by Gitschier et al (14) 
at Genetech in 1984, numerous mutations causing HA 
have been identified. The most common is the inversion of 
intron 22, which occurs in 40-50% of patients with severe 
HA (15), whereas the inversion of intron 1 is present in just 
1-5% of patients (16).

Currently, it is proposed that the diagnosis of HA should 
be extended to genetic testing, to establish the causative muta-
tion (17,18). Determination of the mutation responsible for 
HA is important for various reasons, including: i) Enabling a 
preliminary assessment of the risk of FVIII inhibitor develop-
ment; and ii) identifying a definitive diagnosis of HA carrier 
status (17).
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Carrier diagnosis is critical for preventing the birth of chil-
dren affected by coagulation disorders. There are two genetic 
methods for the analysis of genes involved in HA, direct and 
indirect. Direct sequence analysis of the FVIII gene is a gold 
standard for genetic diagnosis of HA (19). However, in ~2-5% 
of patients with severe HA a causative mutation is occasion-
ally not identified in FVIII gene (20). Direct sequencing of 
the FVIII gene for carrier detection in developing countries 
is limited by the large size and mutational heterogeneity of 
the gene. This limitation is overcome by indirect analysis of 
polymorphisms linked to the FVIII gene, rendering carrier 
detection economically practicable (19).

Linkage analysis requires other affected family members 
with informative polymorphic markers to track the affected 
allele (21). Short tandem repeats (STRs), restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLP), and variable number tandem 
repeats (VNTR) are used as polymorphic markers. Linkage 
analysis is a common indirect method for detection of female 
carriers in families with HA (22). In the present study, a 
combination of intragenic and extragenic STR markers was 
used in linkage analysis for carrier diagnosis in a Chinese HA 
family.

Materials and methods

Subjects. The present study was conducted in two genera-
tions of a HA family; the mother was a carrier, the son was 
the proband, the father was healthy and the daughter was the 
suspected carrier. Written informed consent was obtained 
from each member of the family. Venous blood samples 
(~10 ml) were drawn from each member and collected in 
EDTA vacutainers at Zhongnan Hospital, Wuhan University 
(Wuhan, China). Genomic DNA was extracted from white 
blood cells according to the conventional phenol-chloroform 
method using an ultracentrifuge (Hema Medical Instrument 
Co., Ltd., Guangdong, China).

Polymorphic markers and primers. The STR markers 
selected to assess their efficacy as genetic diagnosis markers 
in the present study were STR22, an intragenic marker, 
and six extragenic STR polymorphic markers, DXS1073, 
DXS15, DXS8091, DXS1227, DXS991 and DXS993. These 
markers were selected based on the GenBank database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/), Genome Database 
(The University of California, Santa Cruz genome browser) 
and Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html). The 
DXS15 and STR22 primers were synthesized and labeled 
with fluorescent dye, 5'6‑FAM (Sangong Company Shanghai, 
China) and are presented in Table I. The DXS1073, DXS8091, 
DXS1227, DXS991 and DXS993 primers were from an ABI 
Linkage Mapping Set v2.5 MD10 (Applied Biosystems; 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification and capil-
lary electrophoresis. PCR was conducted in a total volume of 
25 µl containing 1 µl genomic DNA (40-50 ng/µl), 1 µl primer 
pair mix (10 µM each primer), 0.5 µl dNTPs (10 mmol/l), 
2.5 µl MgCl2 (25 mM) and 10X PCR Buffer, (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) 1 µl Taq polymerase 
(1 U/µl), and 15.5 µl ddH2O. After 5 min of denaturation at 

95˚C, 35 cycles of the following were performed: Denaturation 
at 94˚C for 30 sec; annealing at 55˚C for DXS1073, DXS8091, 
DXS1227, DXS991, and DXS993, at 60˚C for STR22 or at 
58˚C for DXS15, for 30 sec; extension at 72˚C for 30 sec; and 
final extension at 72˚C for 5 min. Each of the PCR products 
was diluted 10-fold using ddH2O. Subsequently, GeneScan™ 
500 LIZ® Size Standards (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and 
formamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) were combined at a 
ratio of 1:3, and 3 µl diluted PCR products was mixed with 9 µl 
GeneScan™ 500 LIZ® Size Standards/formamide. Following 
denaturation at 95˚C for 5 min and rapid cooling on ice, the 
mixture was electrophoresed and separated by capillary elec-
trophoresis on an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc.) and results were analyzed using GeneMapper 
ID software v3.2 (Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc.) according to a previous study (23).

Results

Six extragenic markers and one intragenic marker were 
employed for carrier diagnosis of the daughter who was 
thought to be an HA carrier. Electrophoretogram results 
obtained from capillary electrophoresis are presented in 
Fig. 1 and demonstrate that all of the STR markers employed 
in the present study were informative for linkage analysis 
of pathogenic and healthy haplotypes among the HA family 
members (Table II). For the seven STR markers (Fig. 2), 
the haplotype in the son (III-1), the proband, and that of the 
mother (II-2), who was a carrier, are identical. The sister 
(III-2) of the proband carried the same haplotype as the 
proband, which came from her mother, an obligate carrier. 
STR22, an intragenic marker, and DXS15 and DXS1073 are 
closer to the FVIII gene with low chances of recombination, 
indicating that these three markers possess more diagnostic 
characteristic features, which increased the accuracy of the 
result. Thus, the use of these markers (STR22, DXS15 and 
DXS1073) assisted with identifying that the proband's sister 
may be a carrier of HA.

Discussion

HA is the most common bleeding disorder with X-linked 
recessive inheritance caused by a wide variety of mutations 
in the FVIII gene located in chromosome Xq28. FVIII is the 
only gene known to be associated with HA (7). Given the 
hemizygous nature of X-linked disorders, males are primarily 
affected, while females are commomly heterozygous for the 
gene mutation and are typically referred as carriers (24). The 
female carriers are usually asymptomatic with bleeding events 
occurring in only ~10% of cases (25). There is a 50% chance 
that a carrier mother will transmit the defective X-linked 
gene to the male or female child. All female offspring born 
to a hemophilic father are obligate carriers. To identify the 
females at risk of being a carrier, it is important to understand 
the heriditary of the disorder. Although sporadic cases result 
from de novo mutations (20), carrier detection and prenatal 
diagnosis is critical for reducing the number of births of chil-
dren with hemophilia in developing countries, where patients 
with this particular coagulation disorder rarely survive beyond 
childhood (25).
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Molecular analysis techniques, including the direct and 
indirect analysis of the FVIII gene sequence have increased 
the detection rate of HA carriers (22). Genetic counseling, 
carrier testing, and prenatal diagnosis of hemophilia have 
become an integrated aspect of the comprehensive care for 
hemophilia during the past three decades.

Direct sequence analysis of the FVIII gene is a gold 
standard for genetic diagnosis of HA (19). However, due to 
heterogenous nature of mutations, the large size of inversions 
and the complexity of FVIII gene, direct recognition of the 

disease-associated mutation is complicated. Linkage analysis 
is an auxillary strategy to direct mutation analysis for genetic 
counseling of HA (26). Indirect linkage analysis using highly 
informative polymorphic markers is the method of choice 
for carrier detection of HA in developing countries, as direct 
DNA or mRNA sequence analysis is significantly more costly 
and difficult when compared with indirect gene tracking (19). 
Polymorphic markers are slight DNA sequence variations 
usually present in the non-coding regions of a gene in the 
population. The sequences are stable and inherited according 

Table I. Primer sequences of STR22 and DXS15 polymorphic markers with fluorescent dyes.

Primer names Forward primers Reverse primers

STR22 5'-GTACTGGGAATGCACAGCCTA-3' 5'-(FAM) CCAGACATGTCAAGGTGTCAA-3'
DXS15 5'-(5'6-FAM) AGCACATGGTATAATGAACCTCCACG-3' 5'-CAGTGTGAGTAGCATGCTAGCATTTG-3'

Table II. STR linkage result from the HA family.

STR marker Father Mother Daughter Son Loci

STR22 207.26 205.32/205.32 205.33/207.24 205.33
DXS1073 310.02 307.98/310.11 307.98/310.11 307.94 X: 154,835,788-155,026,940 
DXS15 153.02      153/157.18 152.94/152.94 153 X: 153,366,650-153,366,809
DXS8091 84.4 84.50/82.49 84.41/84.41   84.43 X: 148,521,335-148,521,437
DXS1227   79.49 79.52/81.54 79.52/79.52   79.53 X: 141,714,259-141,714,432
DXS991 333.77 331.78/333.80 331.82/333.80 331.87 X: 55,492,619-55,492,898
DXS993 207.45 268.58/270.51 268.58/270.51 268.56 X: 41,288,430-41,288,735

Haplotype segregation in two generations of an HA family representing the healthy and pathogenic risk haplotypes, and intragenic and extra-
genic STR marker loci in the X chromosome of the factor VIII gene (Ensembl database; http://www.ensembl.org). STR, short tandem repeat; 
HA, hemophilia A.

Figure 1. Electrophoretogram of seven short tandem repeat markers in the family with hemophilia A. I, DXS1227; II, DXS15; III, STR22; IV, DXS993; V, 
DXS1073; VI, DXS8091; VII, DXS991. Father, healthy; mother, carrier; daughter, suspected carrier; son, proband.
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to Mendel's laws. However linkage analysis has certain 
limitations, for example this technique requires entire families 
and cannot be conducted on isolated individuals. Furthermore, 
it presumes that the stated relationships are correct. The 
frequency of recombination is a major concern. Recombination 
events between FVIII and the extragenic site occur in ≤5% of 
meiosis (leads to misdiagnosis), although these have not been 
observed between hemophilic and intragenic sites (27). Thus, 
the probability of meiotic recombination should be considered 
while using linked markers for HA diagnosis.

Following observation of normal FVIII (67.7%) and FIX 
(90.9%) activity in the proband's sister, the aim of the present 
study was to use STR markers to perform linkage analysis to 
establish whether the sister of the proband was a carrier of HA. 
For this investigation a combination of one intragenic STR 
marker and six extragenic markers was used. The intragenic 
marker, STR22 (a dinucleotide repeats sequence in intron 22) 
and DXS1073, DXS15, DXS8091, DXS1227, DXS991 and 
DXS993 extragenic markers are linked to the FVIII gene. 
Following analysis of the haplotypes obtained from an elec-
trophoretogram, the STR haplotypes were able to effectively 
isolate the healthy and pathogenic haplotypes among the 
family members, particularly STR22, an intragenic marker, 
and DXS15 and DXS1073, which are closer to the FVIII gene; 
thus providing sufficient evidence to establish the carrier 
status.

As a consequence of genetic variation among different 
populations, a high degree of genetic difference has been iden-
tified between various ethnic groups, such as Chinese, Asian 
Indian, Turkish, Russian, Japanese and Caucasian. Therefore, 
there is a requirement to establish the specific markers linked 
to the FVIII gene in each population (22). The heterozygosity 

rate (HR) of each marker in the control population requires 
investigation to identify suitable markers for genetic diagnosis 
in the given study population in order to perform efficient 
tracking of the chromosome carrying the mutant gene.

The efficacies of various polymorphic markers linked to 
the FVIII gene have been studied in different ethnic groups 
and found to differ significantly. In the study by Li et al (28). 
HRs of 88 and 62% were observed for DXS15 and DXS1073 
markers, respectively in a Chinese population. DXS15 with 
HR 77.4% was observed in a Hungarian population (29). In the 
study done by Liang et al (30) a HR of 43.6% for STR22 was 
observed in a Chinese population. A higher HR is indicative of 
a higher efficiency of DNA diagnosis in HA (31).

Additional polymorphic markers were used in numerous 
studies; in a study of a Chinese population by Sun et al (32) 
HRs of 26.3 and 15.8% for BclI (polymorphic site in intron 18) 
and HindIII (polymorphic site in intron 19), respectively 
were observed; whereas, in a Turkish population, HRs were 
47 and 35% for BclI and HinIII, respectively (22). It is possible 
that these two polymorphism markers are less informative 
in a Chinese population. Similarly, Sun et al (32), used STR 
markers in intron 1 and observed an HR of 27.7% and the 
marker in intron 24 was not helpful with diagnosing any of 
the families in that study. Highly informative extragenous 
VNTR St14 (DXS52) (heterozygosity ≤90%) burdened with a 
high risk of recombination (3-5%) and is used in exceptional 
cases only where other VNTR markers were not enough for 
molecular diagnosis (25). The risk of recombination of the 
external markers limits the use of RFLP in tracking the defec-
tive allele. Additional informative intragenic markers, such 
as STR increase the accuracy of analysis (33). Furthermore, 
Dai et al (34) observed the HR of 21.57% for G6PD and 35.29% 
for DXS1108 in Chinese population, which was consistent with 
previous report (35).

Thus, accurate carrier detection of HA and effective 
early prenatal diagnosis represent the most effective forms of 
disease control. Linkage analysis, with a combination of intra-
genic and extragenic markers, is considered to be optimal for 
avoiding misdiagnosis due to recombination and hence results 
in an accurate diagnosis. In conclusion, multiflourescent 
PCR employing STR22, DXS15 and DXS1073 polymorphic 
markers, during linkage analysis, which was conducted in the 
present study was identified to be convenient and efficient, and 
may be performed in clinical laboratories for carrier detec-
tion in Chinese HA families. Despite certain limitations in 
the linkage analysis method for indirect carrier detection, it 
is a widely used approach and provides an alternative strategy 
when direct mutation is not feasible for genetic counseling of 
HA.
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